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PPTools Resize Torrent (Updated 2022)

PPTools Resize 2022 Crack is able to convert your presentations into any size you want. Whether you want to shrink your PowerPoint presentation to
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PPTools Resize Crack Incl Product Key [32|64bit]

With PPTools Resize you have the possibility to convert your presentations to any custom size you want without the need of using any Microsoft Office application. Also you have the possibility to
choose the different size your slide you want to convert to (A4, B4, A3, B3, A2, B2, A1, B1, B0, A0). PPTools Resize Pros: * Very easy to use * Suitable for teams, bloggers, and individuals *
Available in more than a dozen languages. ** If you like the PPTools Resize, please rate the software on the comments section! ** What's New ------------ Version 5.0 - Fixed a bug when opening the
presentation from Microsoft Windows desktop. - Fixed a bug of the User Interface when converting to A3 or A4 size. - Converted slides are now imported to PowerPoint. Ratings ----------- Version
5.0 - 4.8/5.0 = 90% - Excel - 4.6/5.0 = 85% - PowerPoint - 4.4/5.0 = 80% - Access - 4.2/5.0 = 70% - Google Docs - 4.0/5.0 = 60% - Impress - 3.8/5.0 = 55% - Pages - 3.6/5.0 = 50% - Word -
3.4/5.0 = 45% - Numbers - 3.2/5.0 = 40% - Cloud Features ----------- Customizable UI: With the help of PPTools Resize you can change the colors, style, and fonts, to show the presentation to the
user in the best way! User Interface: With PPTools Resize you have the possibility to customize the UI, change the content and even the color theme. PowerPoint 2013 and 2010 compatible: With
PPTools Resize you have the possibility to change the color theme to the PowerPoint 2013 and 2010 compatible. Slide Layout: With the help of PPTools Resize you have the possibility to convert
your slides to any layout you want. With PPTools Resize you can convert A4 and A3, B4 and B3, A2 and A1, B2 and B1, B0 and A0 layouts. If you want to change the layout of a single slide you

What's New in the PPTools Resize?

* No installation needed: Just click and start converting PowerPoint files to new sizes. * PPTools Resize will read only your PowerPoint files (no need to open them) * Resize slides content * Resize
slide layout or full-page layout * Resize graphics (e.g. logo, custom shapes, pictures, etc.) * Convert full-page layouts to standard and landscape * Auto-crop content (e.g. resize your photos into
custom size) * Convert to any size * Snap to grid * Works with PPT, PPTX, PPS, PPTM, PPSM, PPTQ * Any PowerPoint version * Free * 100% safe and secure. [Features] * 1-click and fully
automatic conversion * No complexity * Extract slides to JPG, PNG, PDF, JPEG (TIF), GIF, WMV * Works with both versions: 2008 and 2010 * Crop any content area from the slide * As well as
with picture & objects on the slide * Resize slide content * Resize slide layout * Resize full-page layout (on PPT/PPTX/PPTM/PPTQ) * Resize graphics (e.g. logo, custom shapes, pictures, etc.) *
Auto-crop * Snap to grid * Can also be used as a PowerPoint add-in (see details below) [How to use] * Check out the Demo video: * Select files and click [Convert to Custom Size] in the menu. *
Select the target PowerPoint file format (PPTX, PPT, PPTM, PPS, PPTQ) * Click on the "Convert" button to begin converting your presentation to a custom size. You can choose to only resize files
or conversion process will be started for the whole folder. * Watch the full-page layout conversion with an example. * You can convert the whole PPT presentation to new size as many times as you
want. * Can be used as a PowerPoint Add-in * The add-in is downloaded as an EXE file. Extract the zip and run the exe file to install [How to use as a PowerPoint add-in] PPTools Resize
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System Requirements For PPTools Resize:

Amplification: ·Support high definition (1080p) ·Support webcam ·Support voice (microphone) ·Support video (avi, mp4) ·Support bmp, gif, jpg, png, tif, tga ·Support other format Software:
·Support VLC Player ·Support VIdeo For Android (BF.12.0 or later) ·Support Android System (Android 4.0.3 or later) ·Support K
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